Laser-based interfacial patterning enables toughening of CFRP/epoxy joints through bridging of adhesive ligaments
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A B S T R A C T

The ability to prevent catastrophic failures in secondary bonded CFRP adhesive joints is important for reliable automotive and aerospace structures. In a previous study, we proposed an innovative damage-tolerant interfacial design concept for adhesively bonded composite joints, which relied on the extrinsic dissipation of bridging adhesive ligaments enabled by controlling the adhesion at CFRP/epoxy interfaces. In this work, we experimentally validate this strategy by combining laser processing and mechanical testing using double cantilever beam (DCB) joints. Mechanical tests indicate that the pattern geometry, i.e., number and spacing of the areas with different adhesion, controls the formation of either single or multiple bridging adhesive ligaments. Therefore, the proposed strategy increases the overall work of fracture, and delay crack propagation by the associated fractures in the crack’s wake, paving a promising route to design more reliable and safer CFRP adhesive joints.

1. Introduction

Carbon fiber-reinforced polymers (CFRPCs) have been widely adopted in the aerospace and automotive industries [1,2]. However, joining primary composite structures remains a major challenge because of the mechanisms of multi-scale and complex damage [3,4]. State-of-the-art secondary adhesive bonding, in which the number of rivets or bolts is heavily reduced, is a promising strategy for joining CFRPs, due to the reduction in the total weight, a more integrated structure, and uniform stress distribution over the joint region [5–7]. Secondary adhesive bonding involves three components: the substrate, the adhesive, and the interface between them. As substrate and adhesive materials are usually determined by their specific engineering requirements, the interface is typically the component that is most readily modified to influence the mechanical response of the joint. The interface performance largely depends directly on the fabrication process and the surface pretreatment techniques employed for bonding. Various pretreatments have been developed for composite substrates, such as peel ply, sandblasting, plasma treatment, and pulsed laser irradiation [8]; pulsed laser irradiation is of great interest due to its ability to selectively target the surface composition, topography and morphology. Apart from uniform modifications that promote chemical bonding and/or mechanical interlocking, advanced patterning strategies may also have a profound effect on the mechanical behavior of bonded joints [9–13]. By spatially modulating adhesion properties (surface chemistry or morphology), the obtained energy release rate (ERR) [11,13], the crack growth stability [14,15], and the crack propagation path [10,13] can be tuned and designed intentionally.

However, although work of fracture can be improved, the most important limitations when using secondary bonded joints are (i) the brittle response once a crack is initiated, and (ii) the difficulties in determining (by inspection) the occurrence of premature delaminations. Therefore, the widespread application of secondary bonded joints for critical load-bearing components is somewhat hampered. Several methods have been reported to delay or arrest crack propagation. For instance, substrate corrugations [16] and z-pinning or stitching [17–20] are efficient, but they require the modification of the structure before polymerization of the substrate, thus limiting their application in secondary bonding. Modifying or structuring the adhesive layer and/or the interface is an alternative way to introduce crack-arrest features, which includes techniques such as manufacturing an interlocked 0° layer [21], placing a stiffer barrier at the delaminated interface [22], exposing fibers in CFRP substrates as obstacles to fatigue crack propagation [23], or co-curing thermoplastic patches with CFRP substrates [24]. However, these modifications require extra manufacturing steps and the introduction of more interfaces that might compromise the structural reliability.
We can draw inspiration from natural organisms when designing crack-arrest features. As discussed by Ritchie [25], an extrinsic toughening mechanism (extrinsic dissipation means that it is promoted through careful design of the structure, contrary to “intrinsic”, which refers to the material properties) may delay the crack growth without modifying the intrinsic properties, leading to a rising crack-resistance curve (R-curve) behavior [25]. In this way, the required energy increases as the crack propagates, creating a more stable fracture process and, as a result, enhancing joint safety. Human bones are a prime example, whereby extrinsic toughening, including ligament bridging at the crack wake and crack deflection [26,27], contributes significantly to fracture resistance.

Dissipation mechanisms similar to those that occur in bones have also been pursued in engineering materials. By controlling the interfaces between constituent parts, previous studies have shown that ligament bridging, crack deflection, and nucleation of secondary cracks can be promoted in laminated structures [28–31]. In a recent work, Maloney and Fleck addressed adhesive bonding of metallic materials for naval applications, and implemented the above concept through the use of a metallic carrier embedded within the bondline [32]. They showed that crack bridging was enabled by controlling interfacial adhesion using non-sticky PTFE films, and thus observed a significant enhancement in the joint toughness [32]. Although the use of a foreign material within the bondline adds to the total weight of the joint and introduces extra manufacturing challenges, enabling extrinsic dissipation through bridging presents a very promising approach to increase the toughness and damage tolerance of adhesive bonded structures.

In this context, we proposed in a recent study an alternative toughening strategy for composite joints that does not require the use of additional foreign material [33]. In particular, the strategy relies on the formation of bridging ligaments within the bondline, as enabled by the careful control of adhesion at the CFRP/epoxy interface. In that same study, we investigated the proposed mechanism using finite element simulations, and the results showed that bridging of adhesive ligaments can successfully increase dissipation and delay crack propagation, thus enhancing the safety of the bonded joints [33]. However, the promising direction that we outlined in that work needs to be validated experimentally in order to ascertain its feasibility.

Therefore, in this work, we assess the strategy proposed in our previous study through experiments carried out on CFRP/epoxy joints in the double cantilever beam (DCB) configuration. To facilitate the formation of bridging ligaments within the adhesive layer, we controlled the interfacial adhesion by imparting distinct surface properties (i.e., surface patterning) through pulsed CO2 laser irradiation. Surface areas with distinct adhesion properties were alternatively patterned on the top and bottom substrates of CFRP/epoxy joints by varying the pulse fluence. Moreover, baseline conditions for subsequent analyses were established by analyzing the mode I toughness of corresponding uniformly laser-treated surfaces. We show that the number of arrest regions and their spacing largely affects the magnitude and the efficiency of crack bridging, and controls the stability of the crack propagation, compared with the control interfaces. Our detailed study reveals the practical bridging mechanisms and sheds light on the optimum design parameters that produce a reliable adhesively bonded CFRP joint with increased safety.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Material

Unidirectional laminates ([0°]a) were manufactured by stacking aerospace-grade carbon fiber-reinforced epoxy pre-pregs (HexPly T700/M21, Hexcel, Stamford, CT, USA), which had a nominal fiber volume of 57%. While manually stacking the pre-pregs, a full vacuum (1 bar) was applied twice, once every four-layer stacking, to reduce air entrapment and void formation. The CFRP laminates were cured using a hydraulic hot press machine (Hydraulic presses, Pinette Emidecau Industries, Chalon-sur-Saone, France) under a gauge pressure (7 bar). The heating rate was set to 3°C/min and a hold time of 120 min at 180°C. The laminate was then cooled at a rate of 3°C/min.

Cured unidirectional CFRP laminate has the orthotropic property of $E_{xx} = 125000$ MPa, $E_{yy} = E_{zz} = 7800$ MPa, $\nu_{xy} = \nu_{yz} = 0.33$, $\nu_{zx} = 0.4$, $G_{xy} = G_{xz} = 5100$ MPa, and $G_{yz} = 2786$ MPa. Two component epoxy adhesives (Araldite 420 A/B, Huntsman, Salt Lake City, UT, USA) were employed to bond the cured CFRP substrates. The epoxy part and the hardener were mixed with a weight ratio of 10:4. The mixture was then applied to a bonding surface and cured under room temperature for 12 h. The cured epoxy material has a Young’s modulus of E = 1500 MPa and Poisson ratio $\nu = 0.33$.

2.2. Surface patterning strategy

Flat baseline surfaces were chosen as the starting stage for laser processing. These surfaces were obtained by covering the CFRP laminates with a Teflon film during curing, which were called T [7]. Pulsed laser irradiation was carried out using a 10.6 μm CO2 laser (PLS6.75 Laser Platform, Universal Laser Systems, NY, USA) to achieve fast and reproducible surface patterning on CFRP plates. Two processing conditions were employed, which featured distinct values of the pulse fluence ($F_p$).

The first processing route was an ablation process that fully exposed carbon fibers, which was carried out at $F_p = 3.6$ J/cm². We denoted it as laser ablation (LA) in the remainder of this work. A distinct surface condition was achieved at a pulse fluence of $F_p = 1.2$ J/cm², and featured minor modifications of surface roughness with partially exposed carbon fibers, whose aim was to clean the surface with minimum removal of surface epoxy. This treatment was denoted as laser cleaning (LC).

The precise values of laser processing parameters and corresponding SEM observations of LA and LC surfaces were presented in our previous work [7]. To complete surface preparation, after pulsed CO2 laser irradiation, the treated surfaces were degreased in an ultrasonic bath of acetone for 10 min, and then dried at 50°C for 25 min in the oven before applying the epoxy adhesive. The choice of these surface treatments was informed by our previous work reported in [7,33]. Indeed, based on the observed contrast in cohesive strength of LC and LA interfaces (i.e., 24.5 versus 19.0 MPa), our modeling approach suggested that the formation of adhesive ligaments and associated extrinsic dissipation would be feasible.

As shown in Fig. 1, LA and LC pretreatments were deployed homogeneously on CFRP substrates, and DCB adhesive joints were fabricated to establish the baseline fracture properties (i.e., uniform configurations). Subsequently, patterned interfaces were obtained by combining the above treatments. The arrest regions were generated using the laser cleaning surface pretreatment, while the remainder of the surface received a laser ablation outlined above. In the single ligament configuration, the arrest regions displaced by a gap were generated on each of the mating substrates, and are illustrated by the dark green regions in Fig. 1. The size of the arrest region, i.e., the anchor size, and the gap distance, i.e., the distance between consecutive arrest regions, were both set to 5 mm. This single patterning configuration was denoted as 3SP. Finally, multiple arrest regions were alternatively deployed to both CFRP substrates with a fixed anchor size of 5 mm. Three pattern configurations were realized with gap distances of 2.5, 5, and 10 mm, which were named MP2, MP5, and MP10, respectively.
2.3. Double cantilever beam tests

Mode I fracture tests were carried out using the DCB configuration according to the procedures and recommendations reported in the ASTM D5558-13 standard ([34]). The CFRP laminates [0°/90°]$_{18}$ were bonded using the Araldite 420 epoxy adhesive with a nonadhesive polyethylene insert (60 mm long, 0.08 mm thick) as the crack starter. Two mating surfaces were aligned at the end of this insert to ensure the positioning of the laser-based patterning. Since the treatment variability might result in cohesive failure in the case of a thin bondline [35], a thicker adhesive layer, controlled by fishing lines (0.2 mm diameter), was employed here (in contrast to our previous work) to ensure pure interfacial delamination at weak interfaces (LA). Mechanical pressure was applied, by using calibrated weights that ensured a uniform pressure of about 0.17 bar, to promote full adhesive-CFRP contact and a consistent thickness of the adhesive layer. The epoxy was cured at room temperature over 12 h in a temperature- and moisture-controlled laboratory environment, i.e., 22°C and 51% R.H. The bonded CFRP plate was then cut into 250 × 20 × 4.2 mm$^3$ specimens using a water-jet cutting machine (ProtoMax, Omax, Washington, USA). Finally, aluminum loading blocks were bonded onto each specimen’s arm using the same epoxy adhesive to enable the application of the end peel loading.

Mechanical tests were carried out under monotonous displacement control at a rate of 0.5 mm/min using a universal testing machine (Instron 5882, Instron, Massachusetts, USA). A displacement limit was set up to 75 mm or to final failure of the whole specimen. The crack propagation was observed in situ using a high-resolution camera (Canon EOS-1Ds, resolution 5616 × 3744 pixels) and with the aid of black lines at every millimeter marked on the specimen edge. The energy release rate (ERR, $G$) was calculated based on the compliance calibration (CC) data reduction method [34].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Effect of arrest regions

Mechanical tests have shown that DCB adhesive joints with uniform laser pretreatments LA and LC were characterized by average mode I ERR values of 0.28 ± 0.04 and 0.25 ± 0.05 kJ/m$^2$ under DCB tests, respectively. The typical load–displacement responses and corresponding ERR values of uniform pretreatments are shown in Fig. 2. Both load–displacement curves demonstrate stick–slip behavior, indicating some heterogeneity in the adhesion properties, even though these treatments were defined as being homogeneous. The obtained ERR of LC was much more scattered than that of LA, varying from 0.20 to 0.38 kJ/m$^2$. This large variation arose from the high surface heterogeneity, since partially exposed surface carbons may be loosened by the removal of the supporting epoxy resin [36].

A typical load–displacement response and corresponding ERR of SP5 are illustrated in Fig. 2, where the green area highlights the position of the arrest regions. After applying the single pattern, the crack is arrested and the applied load is substantially increased, while ERR is elevated to twice that of the control surface LA, indicating the successful formation of the adhesive ligament. The obtained ERR could be decomposed into the interface detachment part $G_d$, the request energy for the bridging ligament $G_l$, and the kinetic part $G_k = G_k(G_0 + G_l - G_k)$ [37]. Since $G_k$ was no more than 10% of total ERR $G$ under the quasi-static loading condition, it will not be included in the following discussion [37]. The total energy required
for crack propagation ($U_f$) can be obtained as follows,

$$U_f = \int_{\theta_0}^{\theta_f} G(a)\,da = \int_{\theta_0}^{\theta_f} G_L(a)\,da + \int_{\theta_0}^{\theta_f} G_I(a)\,da,$$

where $b$ is the width of the DCB specimen, and $a$ is the projected crack length. The corresponding values $\theta_0$ and $\theta_f$ are shown in Fig. 3(a). As depicted in Fig. 3(b) and (c), after the primary crack is stopped by the arrest interface (green region) at point 1, a secondary crack is nucleated at the top interface and quickly propagates both backwards ($\delta_1^t$) and forwards ($\delta_2^t$) thus generating an adhesive ligament (point 2). As the secondary crack propagates at the top interface, the triggered adhesive ligament holds the separating arms and ERR increases displaying an R-curve response. The backward advance ($\delta_1^t$) only occurs during the initiation of the secondary crack, which determines the length of the activated ligament (around 3 mm). The projected crack length could be decomposed into $a = \alpha_1^t + \alpha_2^t + \alpha_3^t$, as illustrated in Fig. 3(c). The obtained $U_f$ includes the energy dissipated from the detachment of the adhesive layer $U_f^d$ and the strain energy stored in the adhesive layer $U_f^s$ and the strain energy stored in the adhesive layer $U_f^a$ prior to failure at

$$U_f = \int_{\theta_0}^{\theta_f} G_L(a)\,da = G_{LA} \cdot b \cdot \bar{a},$$

where $\bar{a} = \alpha_1^t + \alpha_2^t + \alpha_3^t + \alpha_3^f$ is the actual length of the delaminated top and bottom interfaces (Fig. 3(c)). Finally, the interface detachment ERR $G_I$ was calculated by the incremental $U_f^d$ with respect to the area of projected crack growth,

$$G_I = \frac{\Delta U_f^d}{b \cdot \Delta a}$$

Before point 2 depicted in Fig. 3, the total required energy $U_{tot}$, as integrated from the R-curve, and the dissipated energy of the interface $U_f^d$ are identical, while $G_I$ illustrates a slight increase due to delamination of both the top and bottom interfaces when initiating the secondary crack. Then, the adhesive ligament is stretched as the crack propagates and the extra elastoplastic energy is stored. Thus, the incremental $U_f^d$ starts to deviate from the pure dissipation of CFRP/adhesive interfaces up to point 4. If we consider point 2 as the initiation point, the difference between $U_f$ and $U_f^d$ up to the point of ligament fracture can be as large as $\approx 75\%$.

Based on our previous numerical investigations [33], we found that plastic deformation and damage within the adhesive layer was rather limited, thus, a portion of the external energy was stored in the form of elastic energy within the bridging ligament. The experimental observations presented here indeed confirm the sudden release of this stored elastic energy. The occurrence of fast propagation upon fracture of the bridging ligament is denoted by point 4 in Fig. 3. Notice that failure occurs due to the bending and stretching of the ligament, leading to a large drop in the ERR curves. Further note that the arrest region LC does not contribute to the ERR, but only in the creation and anchoring of adhesive ligaments.

Optical observation of the fracture surface is also shown in Fig. 3, where the generated adhesive ligament is only half of the total width of the specimen. This fracture surface observation varied between different specimens because LC led to randomly distributed loose fibers, which were detrimental to the adhesion [36] and resulted in scattered maximum ERR values.

3.2. Effect of the gap distance in multiple patterning

Mechanical responses of multiple patterning of LA and LC, as well as corresponding fracture surfaces, are presented in Fig. 4 for different gap distances. Global responses of the single patterning $SPS$ is also included for comparison. All four load–displacement curves illustrate a similar response to LA at the beginning because of the 30-mm-long control area. The ERR curves share a similar initial stage, corresponding to ERR of LA. After that, there is a significant increase that reflects the occurrence of the bridging stage, followed by an apparent stabilization stage (plateau-like), which is highlighted by the shaded area in Fig. 4(b). At the stabilization stage, obtained ERR drops when the stretched adhesive ligaments break while increases again after generating new ones. The average of such fluctuated ERR is illustrated as the dashed line. When the gap distance was 2.5 mm ($MP2$), three or four ligaments were simultaneously bridging the separating arms, leading to the highest load–displacement curve and enhanced ERR. The average plateau value (shown as the dash line) reached a remarkably high value of $1.01 \pm 0.17 \text{kJ/m}^2$, but the R-curve can potentially reach a maximum value of up to $1.40 \text{kJ/m}^2$, for example, as shown in Fig. 4. We observed two adhesive ligaments in the bridging of $MP5$, whose maximum value recorded on the R-curve was $0.89 \pm 0.07 \text{kJ/m}^2$.

When the gap distance further increased to 10 mm, the efficiency of ligament bridging, and the corresponding R-curve, was reduced; indeed, only a single ligament was observed in the process zone. Due to surface heterogeneity of the LC treatment, the formation of adhesive ligaments was not consistent. A partial ligament could be triggered (cyan arrows on the fracture surfaces in Fig. 4(c)) or the ar-
residual interface occasionally failed to generate it (yellow arrows on the fracture surfaces in Fig. 4 (c)). In other specimens of MP10, two adhesive ligaments were produced, leading to a similar toughening as MP5. Thus, this variation in the number of bridging ligaments gave an average R-curve plateau value of 0.72 ± 0.12 kJ/m² for MP10.

Comparison of the total required energy, \( U_t \), and the interfacial dissipated energy, \( U_d \), of MP2 is depicted in Fig. 5, along with the in situ snapshots of crack propagation. Since this energy comparison of MP2, MP5, and MP10 induced similar observations, here we discuss only that of MP2. After initiating at point 1, a large-scale bridging phenomena occurs, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The increased part of the obtained R-curve is approx. 22 mm in size, representing a progressively expanded bridging zone comprising up to three ligaments holding the crack faces at the same time. Then, the R-curve reaches a peak at point 3 followed by a slight ERR drop because only a partial ligament was created (see corresponding fracture surface). Moreover, due to the small gap distance (2.5 mm), the bridging ligament can be peeled off in a backward motion to the previous arrest region located on the opposite interface, as highlighted by the red circle in Fig. 5. A larger enhancement is observed at point 6, because four ligaments are in function simultaneously. Finally, the breakage of ligaments occurs at point 7 and catastrophic failure follows. Starting from point 1, the incremental \( U_t \) largely increases and deviates from the dissipation of the CFRP/adhesive interfaces, ending up with being 162.9% higher than \( U_d \) (i.e., \( \Delta U_t - \Delta U_d = 162.9\% \)). Since the plastic and damage dissipation of the adhesive layer was limited, the majority of the enhanced energy was stored as elastic energy in the bridging adhesive ligaments. A similar conclusion can be drawn based on the nominal detachment ERR \( G_d \), which exhibited a slight increase after point 1 and then fluctuated due to the varying length of the generated adhesive ligaments.

In summary, triggered adhesive ligaments may significantly promote ERR in the investigated DCB joint system, and an increase in bridging ligaments led to a higher plateau value of the obtained R-curve. Two mechanisms were responsible for this enhancement. First of all, the bridging ligaments created multiple damaged interfaces, thus slightly increasing the ERR values when the crack propagated. More importantly, as shown in the comparison of the integrated required energy \( U_t \) and the interfacial dissipated energy \( U_d \), a large amount of strain energy was required when bending and stretching multiple adhesive ligaments while propagating the crack. A large portion of this energy was suddenly released and led to fast crack propagation when the ligament failed.

Fig. 3. (a) R-curve, nominal detachment ERR \( G_d \), fracture surface, and integrated energy evolution \( U_t \) of SP5. The backward crack length is highlighted between point 1 and 2. (b) In situ corresponding crack propagation observed from the side of the DCB specimen. Upward cyan arrows indicate the primary crack, while downward cyan arrows point to the secondary crack on the top CFRP/adhesive interface. The backward crack propagation areas are illustrated in yellow and the arrest regions LC are highlighted in green. White arrows point to the location of the crack tip. (c) Schematic of the decomposition of the crack length.
3.3. Effect of scattered LC ERR

As described earlier, adhesive ligaments may be partially triggered or even absent. This can be explained by the variation in surface conditions of LC, which is associated with the occurrence of partially exposed fibers [36], leading to fairly large fluctuations in the obtained ERR of uniform LC interfaces, e.g., from 0.20 to 0.38 kJ/m². We carried out finite element (FE) simulations to further explore this point, through a two-dimensional FE model of the DGB sample (ABAQUS, Simulia, Johnson, RI, USA). We used cohesive elements to simulate interfacial failure at the top and bottom interfaces. The detailed description of the FE model was provided in our previous work [33].

In the current FE model, the adhesive thickness was set to 0.2 mm, and the geometrical arrangement of LA and LC interfaces was reproduced through the spatial assignment of cohesive zone input properties. LA was the control surface with an interfacial strength of 19 MPa [36] and the fracture toughness of 0.28 kJ/m² that was obtained earlier. At the arrest region, the interfacial strength of LC was 24.5 MPa [36], while we considered two values of fracture toughness in the analysis to account for the variability of adhesion properties, i.e., 0.20 and 0.38 kJ/m².

The obtained global load–displacement and R-curve responses were similar to experimental results in both cases, as depicted in Fig. 6. However, the local damage mechanisms of the bridging ligament were different. When the arrest region had a smaller toughness value, i.e., \( G_{LC} = 0.20 < G_{LA} \), the ligament delaminated from the arrest region, as shown in both experimental and numerical results in Fig. 6 (c), while higher toughness of the arrest region (\( G_{LC} = 0.38 > G_{LA} \)) stopped the crack advance and led to the backward delamination at the top interface (Fig. 6 (f)). The results suggest that interfacial strength plays a much more critical role on the formation of adhesive ligaments. Indeed, the precise mismatch in toughness seems to be of secondary importance, being the conditions \( G_{LC} > G_{LA} \) or \( G_{LC} < G_{LA} \) equally able to trigger a ligament with minor modification in the overall dissipation.

To achieve more repeatable bridging ligaments, the same laser-based LA and LC were applied to rough baseline surface PP, which we obtained by covering a nylon peel-ply (PP) film on top of stacking pre-pregs while curing CFRP laminates, achieving a multi-patterning of PPLA and arrest regions PPLC. The surface profiles, obtained by contact profilometry (Dektak 150 Surface Profiler, Veeco,
Fig. 5. (a) R-curve, nominal detachment ERR $G_d$, fracture surface, and integrated energy evolution $U_i$ of MP2. (b) In situ corresponding crack propagation observed from the side of the DCB specimen. The arrest regions LC are highlighted in green and yellow arrows indicate positions of the crack tip.

Fig. 6. Comparison between experimental responses and numerical results using two cohesive fracture toughness values of the arrest region. The selected toughness values are the lowest and the highest values obtained from uniform LC. (a) Load–displacement curves, (b) corresponding R-curves, and (c) local damage observations of 0.20 kJ/m², while (d) load–displacement curves, (e) corresponding R-curves, and (f) local damage observations of 0.38 kJ/m². Dashed yellow lines in (c) and (f) highlight the beginning of the arrest regions, which are illustrated in green.
New York, USA), showed that the laser treatment on flat CFRP surface did not introduce significant variations in the surface morphology. However, the PPLC surface, as shown in Fig. 7, still featured the original large roughness associated with the peel ply texture (Sₐ = 12.32 ± 2.15 µm), while PPLA showed a much lower roughness of Sₐ = 4.33 ± 1.40 µm. We believe that this morphology difference aided the formation of adhesive ligaments. We thus evaluated the contribution of such morphology variation by deploying the proposed laser-based patterning on DCB configurations, with an arrest interface of 5 mm and gap distance of 5 mm. The fracture surfaces of the tested specimens are illustrated in Fig. 8, along with the corresponding schematic of the surface patterning. The dash lines clearly indicate the locations of the broken adhesive ligaments, with a spacing distance of 10 mm. When the crack front met the arrest region PPLC, for example at point a in Fig. 8, a secondary crack was initiated at the opposite surface, i.e., at point b, and the full adhesive ligament was generated. Thus, the height difference of the patterning on PP surfaces proved to be sufficient to achieve stable and controllable ligament formation.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we experimentally assessed an innovative damage-tolerant interfacial design concept for CFRP/epoxy joints. The proposed design relies on extrinsic dissipation enabled by crack bridging of adhesive ligaments directly formed within the bondline of the joint, i.e., without the need to include any additional foreign material. We generated surface patterns, i.e., areas with distinct adhesion properties, over CFRP substrates by tuning the fluence of a pulsed CO₂ laser beam. We carried out DCB tests in conjunction with high-resolution in situ imaging of the fracture process to ascertain the fracture behavior of the joint, and to shed light on the mechanisms of adhesive ligament bridging.

The experimental results indicated that our proposed strategy showed substantial potential both for the generation of adhesive ligaments and to increase the joint toughness through large-scale bridging phenomena. We observed a major enhancement in the obtained ERR resulting from the strain energy stored in bending and stretching the adhesive layer. A patterned interface with spacing of around 2.5 mm led to the highest average plateau value of the obtained R-curve for the studied material system. In particular, increased bridging adhesive ligaments affected the fracture process, by storing more elastic energy during propagation of the crack. Moreover, the mechanical tests showed very good correlation with our previous finite element investigation. However, the results also highlighted the sensitivity of the bridging phenomena to local heterogeneities in the laser-treated surfaces, which may lead to an increase in experimental scatter in the recorded mechanical responses. However, this issue did not compromise the effectiveness of our method. We have also outlined that the large scattering can be effectively reduced by applying the laser-based patterning on a rough baseline surface. By electing a peel-ply surface to assess this point experimentally, we have shown that the robustness of the proposed patterning strategy in terms of effective deployment of ligament bridging can be substantially improved. More complex surface patterning strategies, prepared using

**Fig. 7.** Optical observation and corresponding surface profiles of LA/LC and PPLA/PPLC patterning. The highlight regions are the arrest region LC with a size of 5 mm. Dashed lines show the average profile heights of LC and PPLC, while dotted lines illustrate those of LA and PPLA. The height difference between PPLC and PPLA is highlighted by the vertical double arrow.

**Fig. 8.** (a) Fracture surfaces of DCB specimens with PPLA/PPLC patterning. Dash cyan lines highlight the breakage location of the adhesive layer. The arrest regions PPLC are highlighted in green. (b) Zoomed fracture surface in the red box and corresponding schematic of the surface patterning in the chosen region.
various surface preparation techniques, should be further investigated to trigger adhesive ligaments in different configurations, thereby paving the way for reliable and safe adhesively bonded composite joints.
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